of multiplied and continued trituration and succession of a small

Dear Readers,

T

he LM Potency is the posthumous revelation of Dr

portion of medicinal substance with ever more and more dry or
uid unmedicinal substances, deserves incontestably to be reck-

Hahnemann had supposedly worked on nding a

be er way of dispensing the medicines when he devised

Therefore homeopathy seems even beyond the nanotech-

the LM potency. The process has been given in detail in the

nology of today. When you read the latest work of nano-

aphorism 270 and its footnote in the 6th edition of the Orga-

technology and see the reason why they are working on
smaller particles, the reasons given are the same which

gives a much clearer picture of the procedure and the pro-

Hahnemann gave 200 years back, that is, to reduce the side

cess that Dr Hahenmann has explained. No doubt that the

e ects of the medicines and to have their e ect in bene-

said translation is considered to be the best and most pre-

cial ways. I strongly feel that few years down the line, ho-

cise translation of the 6th Edition of the Organon of Medi-

meopathy will have the respect and the status it deserves, if

cine.

we all keep working in the direction of practising the right

To a question as to how can small doses of such very attenuated medicine as homeopathy employs still possess a
great power, Hahnemann has answered as follows:

way, with documentation and contribute in the research
of quantum physics by supporting such causes, donations
and helping such organizations doing this work.

the preparation of the homeopathic medicinal a enuations, a small
portion of medicine is not merely added to an enormous quantity

many interesting articles on the theory and practice of LM

of non- medicinal uid, or only slightly mingled with, as in the

or 50 Millesimal potency. Dr Harsh Nigam has given the

above comparison, which has been devised in order to bring ridi-

theory of preparation of LM potency and Dr Brian Kaplan

cule upon the a air, but, by, the succussion and trituration, there

has given the reasoning why at all Hahnemann devised

ensues not only the most intimate mixture, but at the same time ,

LM Potency and has given its benets as compared to the
lower and higher potencies. We have reproduced a chapter

great, and hitherto unknown and underwent of change, by the development and liberation of the dynamic powers of the medicinal
enuating practiced in homeopathy e ects not only
as equal distribution of the medical drop throughout a great proportional quantity of unmedicinal uid (which is out of question

Richard Haehl, where there is an interpretation of Dr Hahskull structure, hand structure and his handwriting. It is a
very interesting paper and we hope you would be happy
to know more about the personality of the very person because of whom you are a healer rather than just a doctor.
Send your thoughts and comments for this issue.

is of in
ration employed, a change is e ected in the mixture, which is so

Dr Geeta Rani Arora

incredibly great and so inconceivably curative, that this develop-

Editor

ment of the spiritual power of medicines to such a height by means
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